Our Story

Collaboration
As Our Catalyst

Uniting Construction to
Eliminate Downtime

We have part of the solution, and we genuinely believe that we can
do the impossible to eliminate or prevent downtime. But if we are
to succeed in this mission, we need to work together and collectively
catapult ourselves, our clients, our competitors, and our partners
into a new era of construction.

Trackunit’s promise to the construction industry is to lead the
technology engagement, uniting construction to eliminate downtime.
The ambition of this mission is not only to recover from budget and
schedule overruns but also to re-establish the reputation of the
industry for innovation and leadership.

Telematics in the Past
• Organizational imperative
• E.g. location, hours
• No need to harvest data
further

A Tipping Point

Telematics Today

While the world is connecting, and technology
is becoming ever more accessible, our industry
is reshaping. Higher quality and variety of data
combined with lower prices drive the digitalization
of the industry and our transition from reactive
firefighters towards predictive organizations.

• Insights across business
functions
• Insights to customers
• Enabler of new wave datadriven services

Change is happening
Annual growth in IoT-spend 2019-2023
by industry, worldwide (%)
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Explosion in connectivity
Data proliferation will grow exponentially
as penetration of connected equipment
continues beyond 2025 and depth of
machine-level data grows
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Acceleration in IoT investment
A long-time laggard in digital innovation,
investment in IoT capabilities is rapidly
accelerating as Construction is now
one of the top 5 industries in investment
growth
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Our World of Services

Connect Everything to
One Scalable Solution

Getting the right data to the right people at the right time
– across departments, levels, and locations. Better insight
into equipment and machines presents cost savings,
improves customer loyalty, and allows for working
smarter and faster together.

Software
Trackunit Manager

Trackunit Go

Trackunit Iris

With the critical insight into your
machines and equipment, you get the
full potential of your fleet and the ability
to optimize processes and eliminate
your downtime.

Trackunit Go curates and translates
everything you need to know about your
machinery. So no matter where you are,
your machine and equipment data is
always with you.

Iris is secure, open, and made for
construction. Using one single platform
means faster troubleshooting and
enables a fleetwide overview based on
harmonized insights.

• Prevent breakdowns
• Limit unforeseen repairs
• Predictive maintenance

• Report issues from anywhere
• Locate assets
• Notification of machines in need of
attention

• Get a customized solution
• Build on top of platform
• Unite mixed fleet in one platform

Hardware
Trackunit Raw

Trackunit Spot

Trackunit Kin

Trackunit DualID

Trackunit Raw is flexible by
design and represents your
primary enabler for proactive
fleet management. A robust
and versatile telematics
device securing you all the
data you need.

The battery-powered
Spot detects movement
and prevents theft and
unexpected removal from
predefined virtual boundaries
or geofenced zones.

Now lost attachments are a
thing of the past. Kin enables
you to find assets of all
shapes and sizes through the
Trackunit network both onsite and off-site in Trackunit
Manager and Trackunit Go.

Keep your people and assets
safe at once. Trackunit
DualID is a powerful access
control solution that prevents
unauthorized use of your
machines through individual
user authentication protecting both man and
machine.
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